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Descrizione
This course is for those whose job includes responsibility for day-to-day operations of a production IBM FileNet

P8 Business Process Manager solution and for those responsible for building and deploying a production IBM

FileNet BPM solution.

  You work with a fully functioning IBM FileNet P8 Business Process Manager system to practice the skills

required to implement and administer BPM solutions on an IBM FileNet BPM system.

Objectives:      •Acquire the knowledge and skills necessary to implement and administer an IBM FileNet P8

Business Process Manager solution.

 

 
A chi è rivolto?
This intermediate course is for anyone who needs to administer an IBM FileNet P8 Business Process Manager

solution or build a business process solution with an IBM FileNet BPM system.

 
Prerequisiti
You should have:

        •IBM FileNet P8 Prerequisite Skills or equivalent experience

      •IBM FileNet P8 Platform Administration

 

 
Contenuti
      •IBM FileNet Business Process Manager features and fundamental workflow elements

      •Workflow fundamentals

      •Process features

      •IBM FileNet BPM architecture

      •How to build a process region

      •Process region concepts

      •Create an isolated region

      •Create region objects

      •Configure an isolated region

      •Expose user-defined data fields

      •Define indexes

      •Configure region object security

      •How to customize process structures

      •Workflow transfer concepts

      •Validate and transfer a workflow definition

      •Define a step processor

      •Define a web application
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      •Package a workflow solution for production

      •Configure email notification

      •How to integrate process components

      •Component integration concepts

      •Create and configure a component manager

      •Configure component queues for Java

      •How to configure a region to consume and to provide a web service

      •Process orchestration concepts

      •Configure to consume a web service

      •Configure to provide a web service

      •How to manage work in progress

      •Search for work

      •Perform advanced searches

      •Modify work

      •Process and manage work

      •Manage workflow exceptions

      •How to maintain the workflow system

      •Monitor the Process Engine with Dashboard

      •Monitor the Process Engine with vwtool

      •Use administrative tools for maintenance

      •View event logs and statistics

      •Maintain event logs and statistics tables
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